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low is you.

New products, customers, and
business.

The joy of opening your window
of hope

I look forward to moving forward
every day.

Please feel free to contact us.
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Million Delight Co., Ltd.
Yumika Gonda

EC site management, trade, wholesale, retail, marketing

10-3 Tagawa, Kaminagayama-cho, 
Toyokawa-shi, Aichi Prefecture,Japan

2019 83.5 million yen
2020 150 million yen (as of September)

TEL/FAX：050-8880-5707
Mail:support@million-delight.jp
HP：https://million-delight.jp
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The orange glow is you.

People and things, people and people,
 people and business.

Open many windows of hope

Spread your hands out as if joining
each other.
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People and things, people and people,
 people and business.

A million impressions in your life

Products, people, and businesses connected online and offline

Cherish the feelings, stories, goals, hopes, and possibilities
contained in each person.

Small daily successes, failures, encounters, joys, and learnings

We will move forward by valuing each “impression”.

BUSINESS CONTENTS

People and things, people and people, people and
business. A million impressions in your life

Products, people, and businesses connected
online and offline Cherish the feelings, stories,
goals, hopes, and possibilities contained in each

person. Small daily successes, failures,
encounters, joys, and learnings We will move

forward by valuing each “impression”.

People and things, people and people, people and
business. A million impressions in your life

Products, people, and businesses connected
online and offline Cherish the feelings, stories,
goals, hopes, and possibilities contained in each

person. Small daily successes, failures,
encounters, joys, and learnings We will move

forward by valuing each “impression”.

We open and operate stores on various e-
commerce sites on the Internet.

High-quality products are carefully packaged and
shipped quickly.

We offer a wide range of products and strive for
customer satisfaction.

We are particular about the selection of
products and strive to bridge the gap between

Japan and overseas.
For both B to B and B to C, we pursue a product

lineup that is higher quality than the price.

self-developed 
product

Marketing bussiness

wholesale retail trading bussiness

For businesses who want to sell their beloved products on an online shop.

We value everything from product sales support to horizontal connections.

Our company has sales channels on various Internet EC sites and our own
site, and sells various products related to daily life.

Please tell us the appeal and story of your unique products.

If you have a specified sales channel or desired price, we will abide by it.

Bringing excitement to children in
need at welfare facilities.

Be kind to the global environment.

We will continue our support
activities and expand the range of joy

and excitement.

March 2020

May 2020

Donated to the Japan McDonald's House Foundation.
I visited Donald McDonald House Sapporo House.

We participated in an activity to donate 66,000 masks
to facilities across the country.
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